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The Newsletter of the Institute of Cape Wine Masters 

Welcome  

In this issue we pay tribute to Andy Mitchell CWM 

who sadly passed away in June. Also in this 

bumber 6 page edition; 

Raymond Noppé CWM reports on his visit to 

Vinexpo Asia and Greg de Bruyn CWM on the 

first of two reports, a trip to Margaret River, in 

Australia. We also get to know Penny Lancaster 

CWM and interview one of the true legends of 

Cape wine, Phyllis Hands Honorary CWM. 

Dave March  CWM 

 

 

Members: Chris Bargman, Margie Barker, Berenice Barker, Rolene Bauer, Francis (Duimpie) Bayly, Paul Benade, 
Leigh Berrie, Kristina Beuthner, Francois Bezuidenhout, Duane Blaauw, Tom Blok, Winifred Bowman, Cathy 
Brewer, Marietjie Brown, Sue Brown, Nina-Mari Bruwer, Giulio Cecchini, Marilyn Cooper, Henry Davel, Dick 
Davidson, Greg de Bruyn, Ginette de Fleuriot, Chris de Klerk, Catherine Dillon, Heidi Duminy, Stephan du Toit, 
Pieter Esbach, Margie Fallon, Margaret Fry, Vashti Galpin, Peter Grebler, Brad Gold, Karen Green, Jeff Grier, 
Sandy Harper, Bennie Howard, Val Kartsounis, Peter Koff, Hymli Krige, Penny Lancaster, Michael Lee, Danielle le 
Roux, Hennie Loubser, Conrad Louw, Marius Malan, Dave March, Gerda Mouton, Alan Mullins, Mary-Lou Nash, 
Boets Nel, Carel Nel, Sarah Newton, Raymond Noppé, Elsie Pells, Mary-Lyn Raath, Derek Ramsden, Jenny 
Ratcliffe-Wright, Andy Roediger, Christine Rudman, Andras Salamon, Lynne Sherriff, Caroline Snyman, Cornell 
Spies, De Bruyn Steenkamp, Lizette Tolken, Clive Torr, Debi Van Flymen, Sue Van Wyk, Eftyhia Vardas, Junel 
Vermeulen, Irina von Holdt, Meryl Weaver, Cathy White, Lyn Woodward. 
Honorary Members: Colin Frith, Phyllis Hands, Dave Hughes                                                                                          

 

Portuguese grape varieties Workshop 
22 September 2014 with Chris de Klerk CWM  

19:00H in the Balalaika Hotel,  Sandton, 
Johannesburg. R230 per person 

Only 15 seats available.  Contact Kristina 
Beuthner CWM at the CWA. 
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Dougie Jooste, Phyllis Hands Hon CWM, Jabulari 
Ngathshane and John Platter in 1983. See page 5 

‘Many years ago I was asked,  ”what is a typical 

South African Shiraz?”.  I couldn’t answer’. 

Dave Hughes Hon CWM Winemag 

September 1994 

 

Want to know more about the new Chairperson of 

the Institute of Cape Wine Masters?  Then go to 

http://www.wineland.co.za/articles/for-the-love-of-

wine 

 

Sound familiar ? 

Allan Mullins CWM on Dessert wine 

“A lot of education is needed because people 
just don’t buy these wonderful wines.” 

Winemag july 2002 

 

http://www.wineland.co.za/articles/for-the-love-of-wine
http://www.wineland.co.za/articles/for-the-love-of-wine


Raymond Noppé CWM reports from Vinexpo in Hong Kong 

I recently attended the bi-annual wine trade show, Vinexpo Asia Pacific, 

held at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre.  

With its conducive economic environment, the abolition of customs duty on wines 

and the many incentives granted in favour of the industry, Hong Kong has become 

the strategic platform of prime importance for the wider Asian alcoholic beverages market. Vinexpo is the biggest wine 

trade show in Asia, and with exhibitors from the whole world the event is truly international. Buyers attend from all over 

Asia-Pacific and the presence of major decision-makers ensures high-quality attendance; this intensity of business 

generates a clear return on investment. 

As the regional sales manager for Asia I represented my employer, Oldenburg 

Vineyards, on the WOSA pavilion. This was my third visit to a trade show in 

Hong Kong, and again I was struck by how important France, and more 

specifically red Bordeaux, is in this part of the world. The entire Hall 3 was 

devoted to France, with the rest of the world crammed into Hall 1!  Most 

Chinese go to pay homage to the Bordelaise and the Burgundians on the first 

day, with the result that we only really saw visitors after lunch on day 1. Speaking to exhibitors from other countries, they 

felt that the attendance was lower compared to two years ago, but that the quality of visitors was of a much higher. In my 

opinion the main reason for this is the Chinese government’s recent clamp down on the corporate gifting channel, 

resulting in less fly-by-night importers who want to cash in on the (massively important) gifting culture in China.  

‘….there really seemed to be a keen interest in “Brand SA”  

I was impressed by visitors’ response to not just Oldenburg’s wines, but also all the other SA wines on show. At previous 

shows I attended in Asia, the average visitor knew very little about SA, but this year I was  surprised by the positive 

change. My colleague pointed out that Bordeaux seems to have saturated the market and importers are looking elsewhere 

to get “a point of difference” and get a better margin (and better margin SA sure does offer!). The fruit purity of our wines, 

together with drinkability and structure across various price points excited the tasters - there 

really seemed to be a keen interest in “Brand SA”. Our wines are very suited to Chinese and 

Cantonese cuisine - their fruitiness allows them to stand up to the wide array of spices and 

complex flavours found in these dishes - this is another USP which could, and should, be a 

focus of our marketing strategy. However, it is still very disappointing to go out for dinner at a 

traditional HK establishment, only to have your wine served in a soda tumbler or beer glass – 

lots of work to still be done in this regard!      

In between my official duties I did manage to taste some interesting wines, and one of the 

highlights was, as always, the German Rieslings! At the 

USA pavilion I had to try the new offerings from E&J Gallo – the Apothic Red, Dark 

and Carnivor. It truly is American in all ways – in your face and coming right at you!  

Even though the discerning wine lover might frown upon its sincerity, one just has 

to give these guys credit for the packaging and the advertising campaign behind it 

– they know how to put a new commercial brand on the map! 

 

 ‘….SA wines are not expensive!!’ 

I also tasted a range of Cabernet based blends from Napa producer Bucella, in the same boutique stable as  

Oldenburg. It was a bit of a shock to hear that their entry level clocks in at a whopping $45 FOB for exports - compare that 

to Oldenburg’s flagship offering of $20! At the premium end of the scale, SA wines are not 

expensive!!   At the Barolo Academy, one could pick and choose from a variety of producers. What a pleasure it was to 

experience all the meaty, savoury, tarry, salmi and stewed plummy richness of these majestic old warriors. 

I look forward to returning to Asia during November for Prowein China, to be held in Shanghai. 



A small group of 

CWM's attended a 

tasting last week at 

La Motte, presented 

by cellarmaster 

Edmund Terblanche.  

He explained the 

terroirs where they source their grapes from, and it was 

phenomenal to experience the differences in taste and 

aromatic profiles from the different areas. Afterwards we were 

treated to a scrumptious selection of meats and cheeses to 

compliment his wines. “Thanks Edmund!”  Pictured are 

CWM’s Mary-Lou Nash, Chris de Klerk and Francois 

Bezuidenhout. 

Villiera / Domaine Grier show rare dessert wines 

for Bastille day 

Jeff Grier CWM and Cathy 
Brewer CWM hosted a tasting 
of some  beautiful old Vin doux 
Naturels from the region of 
their French property in the  
Roussillon, Southern France. 
Ten wines were for tasting, 
Muscat de Rivesaltes, Grenache 
Rivesaltes and Maury’s; all 
fortified to 15%-18% alcohol 
and with between 100 and 140 
grms RS/L. All were paired with French cheeses, charcuterie 
and chocolate, and each was a delight. The youngest was from 
1995 and the oldest, 1959. The guests were amazed with the 
beautiful amber and copper tones, and the freshness, silkiness 
and balance of the wines. The 1974 Terrassous was elegant 
and delicate, so too the 1985 Arnaud Villeneuve Rivesaltes 
and the 1959 Dom Brial was rich, layered, feminine and 
seemingly still a teenager. A unique opportunity to taste old 
wines which, as Jeff said, “still taste great”. 
 

Turkish Delight in Paarl 

ICWM Vice Chair Mary-Lou Nash hosted an evening with 
Turkish wines after returning from a vacation there. It took 
place on her family farm, Black Pearl Wines in the Agter 
Paarl. After some home-brewed beers, the wines tasted 
were (pictured right, with tasting notes by Raymond 
Noppe CWM);   
2013 DLC Sultaniye / Emir - white blend, waxy, nice aromatics, 
  good palate weight 
2012 Turasan Narince – single white cultivar, Pinot Grigio like in 
  style 
2013 Terra Kalecik Karasi – single red cultivar, very light in  
  colour, fresh and fruity, cherries, reminiscent of 
  Pinot Noir or Beaujolais 
2012 Buzbag Oküzgözü – single red cultivar, good structure 

 
2012 Turasan Bogazkere – single red cultivar, herbaceous 
 

Everyone present was surprised at the amazing freshness 
and “clean” character of all the wines. Definitely an 
international category to watch! 

 

Get to know your Wine Master …… 

Penny Lancaster CWM  Penny’s love of wine has 

been greatly influenced by her 

travels around the world. Having 

travelled through Japan, Hong 

Kong, Singapore, Bangkok, 

Thailand and Canada               

and worked in the USA, London 

and Iceland as well as visiting the wine areas of 

California, Italy, France and Spain, Penny has a 

broad experience of world wines; and her 1988 Wine 

Master’s thesis was based on one of her favourites; 

Bordeaux (as a style for SA wines). Penny backs this 

up with having completed the KWV wine course in 

1998, a French wine course with The International 

Wine Academy in 1987 and a one week course with 

The Italian Wine Academy in Alba, Piedmont in 1988. 

She became a Cape Wine Master in 1988. 

Her experience is put to good use as a lecturer for 

the Cape Wine Academy in Durban and 

Johannesburg and when helping at instore 

promotions such as at Makro and for ‘Getwine’. She 

is a member of the Durban Wine Society and has 

been a member of the all ladies ‘Wine Bags’ tasting 

club for some 30 years. Penny has also judged on 

the Veritas panel and for SAA. 

Penny modestly claims to do little in the world of 

wine, but in addition to her lecturing, promoting and 

wine club presentations she has been involved with 

the Mercury Wine Week held in Durban. Penny is 

also mentoring a Wine Master student through their 

studies. Having a liquor licence has advantages, 

Penny says, ‘I’ve been to a number of trade shows 

such as Meridan/Cool Wines, Vinimark, VDP and I 

enjoy tasting the new releases at these shows’.  In 

her free time Penny still enjoys giving informal 

tastings and going to wine events. 

       



Greg de Bruyn CWM visits Australia’s 
Margaret River region         

I was in Australia on business, 
but managed to sneak off 
between Perth and China for a 
weekend in Margaret River. It’s 
a 270km drive south, on very 
good freeways and highways, 
so getting there was no 
problem. Rebecca Tanner 
from Fable Mountain 
Vineyards (Tulbagh) worked in the region before 
settling in South Africa, and gave me some contact 
details. Unfortunately, the ‘Taste of Perth’ exhibition 
was on, so all the producers were plying their wares 
there. 

‘…like a poor man’s Franschhoek’ 

I set out at 5.30am to catch my cattle-tour starting at 
9.30 and arrived with time to spare, so I wandered 
around town 
for a while. 
What’s it 
like?               
Well, small, 
vibey and 
prosperous, 
rather like a 
poor man’s 
Franschhoek in scale and aspiration, but without the 
tradition and majestic setting. The well-heeled of 
Perth are buying into the town enthusiastically, 
bringing with them some dodgy architectural 
statements, whole-food street-markets, micro-
breweries and other appurtenances of the fashion-
conscious bourgeoisie. No problem finding a bed for 
the night ($180 for a one-star self-catering room) or 
dinner (tea?) in the edge-to-edge dining strip 
downtown on Bussell Highway. 
Margaret River, as a wine region, enjoys status and 
a reputation for quality. It is geographically almost 
identical to the Western Cape: the south-western 
peninsula of a continent, 340 South, with a 
confluence of warm and cold sea currents. The 
climate is, understandably, Mediterranean, but the 
complete absence of mountains makes it much 
drier, cooler in winter and more uniform. Pretty it 
isn’t; flat-chested, straw-coloured and littered with 
bluegums. Even so, it’s the jewel of the south-
western peninsula, which stretches about 80km        

Cape Mentelle 

 

 

 

from Dunsborough in the north to Augusta in the 
south, and home to famous brands like Vasse Felix 
Cape Mentelle, Leeuwin and Cullen.  
The wineries themselves are all one would expect 
them to be: typically basic Aussie tanks-in-a-shed 
with pretty visitor centres and a growing culture of 
wine-and-food lifestyle. The full-day tour (cost $160) 
took us to a few small boutique producers: Adinfern 
(underwhelming), House of Cards (ordinary), 
Windows (a name to watch) and Providore 
(cynically Italian and tacky), and then to Vasse 
Felix, where the pioneering Tom Cullity started it all 
in 1967, using Swan Valley plantstock and a 
medically-funded fortune. We had lunch in their very 
chic restaurant and spent the rest of the day 
exploring the food side of things: craft chocolate, 
preserved fruits, delicatessen counters and the 
region’s only cheesery. 
So how’s the wine? Mostly impressive. Australia has 
purged itself of bacterial spoilage like no other 
producer nation and the artisanal trend is throwing 
up some class acts. Whites are moving away from 
Chardonnay, towards Sémillon/Sauvignon Blanc 
blends and reds are distinctly Bordeaux-leaning, 
with a fair smattering of Shiraz. Not particularly 
innovative, but well-grown and well-made. Australia 
is one of the world’s most expensive countries, so 
the feeble Rand doesn’t get you much (R10=$1). 
The starting prices for quality wines are around $25-
30, rising to $70-100 for the producers’ flagships. 

            Vasse Felix Vineyard 

 

 

 

Commanderie de Bordeaux en Afrique du Sud 

      intronates four more CWM’s                                           

The South African branch of the Commanderie, an  

organisation whose members have a  special interest in the 

wines of Bordeaux, and who ‘promote, express, represent, 

celebrate, and defend not 

only wine but  all the values 

we hold dear: friendship, 

cultural enrichment, charity 

work, cheerfulness, and 

loyalty  to our country’, 

recently inducted Margaret 

Fry (2
nd

 from right), Kristina Beuthner(on left), Junel 

Vermeulen(3
rd

 from right) and  Boets Nel  to join their worldwide 

numbers. This makes eight  CWM’s amongst the members as 

they join Christine Rudman, Duimpie Bayly, Marilyn Cooper and 

Winnie Bowman in the Commanderie. Duimpie and Winnie sit 

on the Consiel (Board) of the Commanderie. 



Phyllis Hands    Honorary CWM;  A wine pioneer 

To say that Phyllis Hands Hon CWM has been a ‘legend’ in the SA wine industry is to 

use a devalued word. However, consider a few of her achievements; the first woman to 

write a newspaper wine column (covering some half page of a Saturday edition – quite 

a step in the 1970’s), the first SA woman wine judge, the first woman to enter and nearly 

win a national wine tasting competition, the first Principal of the Cape Wine Academy 

and the first woman to be awarded the ‘Wine Personality of the Year’  by the Institute of 

Cape Wine Masters, the first woman to organise wine tours to Europe and South 

America for wine lovers from SA. Add to that her joint authorship of the classic ‘The 

Complete Book of South African Wine’ for which she won a Diplôme d’Honneur from the 

OIV in France and a Périgueux Award for another book and the word ‘legend’ becomes  

applicable. 

What strikes one on meeting Phyllis, though, now 84, is her modesty and terrific sense of fun, her sense of humour is 

infectious – and has lost nothing of its edge; Phyllis obviously didn’t succeed in a male dominated industry by being a wall 

flower. Retired for more than a decade from wine involvement, Phyllis has had a “wonderful innings in the wine industry”.  

Phyllis moved to the Western Cape at 19 when she married Harry and they settled in the Stellenbosch area to allow 

Phyllis to pursue her passion for horse riding. Phyllis didn’t grow up in a wine culture, but becoming involved she found 

she had an exceptional sense of smell, “which I have often regretted as there are more bad smells than good”, she 

laughs. Fate and friends got her involved in the industry and her expertise grew. Soon she was visiting winemakers on 

horseback watching winemaking and tasting, her presence among men causing some raised eyebrows - and in the 

1970’s some concern among their wives! “As soon as I met a winemaker I could tell the style of wine he made – not so 

now with women winemakers, though”, she says. In time Phyllis became a welcomed and much sought after authority. 

She counts as her greatest success watching the success of others. She is pleased to have seen the variety of wine 

styles emerge over the years from the “boring similarity” she first found. 

Phyllis has lost none of her ‘Wine Personality’; asked for her happiest moments in wine she replies, “I’ve had a lifetime of 

happiest moments” and then picks out drinking Pétrus at R19 a bottle on an early CWA course, presenting Nederberg’s 

Edelkeur in the 1980’s at a Châteaux d’Yquem tasting in Sauterne (where the French winemaker was so impressed he 

asked “is it chaptalized?”). Her worst moment was watching a local winemaker cruelly disparage his own wine during a 

blind tasting of wines she had chosen for her weekly ‘Corkscrew’ column. In the mid 1970’s Phyllis was asked to 

recommend wines for a three day luncheon and dinner menu of visiting VIP’s 

from Europe hosted by a large Company in Johannesburg. Afterwards, one of 

the Board approached her and said, “you have very competently chosen wines 

for different courses – which wine would you choose for intercourse?” Quick 

as a flash Phyllis shot back, “Dom Perignon 1972”. 

“I have never liked wine snobbishness or definite rules”, says Phyllis, “when 

people say ‘red wine doesn’t agree with me’ I say, try a wooded Chardonnay 

instead and as for having to use the correct glass I say just use anything that 

doesn’t leak”.  Phyllis thinks the proliferation of second labels is confusing to 

those who do not have a knowledge of wine. She isn’t fond of the mish-mash 

of quality levels and branding from some producers, she feels it doesn’t help 

the consumer. “I particularly loved my visits to Bordeaux”, says Phyllis, who 

still enjoys a good glass of wine, “but I couldn’t name my top 20 favourite 

wines; there are so many more than that”.   Phyllis is indeed a South African 

wine legend.          Phyllis with Dave Hughes HonCWM in 1983  



Cape Wine Masters Marilyn Cooper and Penny Lancaster visit the TOPS at SPAR KwaMashu 

Wine Festival    The inaugural tops at Spar Wine and Lifestyle festival 

was held over a July weekend at the K-CAP Ekhaya Multi Arts Centre in 

KwaMASHU. No township festival is complete without the sounds of a live 

jazz band, ‘Just Friends’, DJ Euphionic (5FM), Le Soul and Zeal from Gagasi  

FM .  

It was great that the Meridian stable / Cool Wines and TOPS at SPAR 

brought their top wineries and wines to this inaugural event, which was a boutique VIP event to test the waters in KZN.  

Training of 16 K-Cap students to work at the festival, was conducted by Busi Yende from the Cape 

Wine Academy, and this will enable them to seek employment in the hospitality industry long after 

the festival has taken place. 

As expected, where new people are being introduced to wine for the first time, they mostly 

preferred the sweeter white and rosé than the dry wines.  As seen at the Soweto Wine Festival, 

this gradually changes as people’s palette develops and they move onto drier wines and reds.  

There were a few connoisseurs there where the likes of Hartenberg, Ernie Els and de Grendell  

were greatly appreciated too. The TOPS at SPAR Olive Brook Mirabilis and KWV 12 year old 

brandy were exclusive to the VIP Lounge where Penny educated attendees on wine. For a first time event, it was a huge 

success and I am sure that this will be  bigger and better next year (MC). 

     Andy Mitchell CWM   1954-2014 

      Andy’s daughter, Olivia, shares some thoughts with Andy Roediger CWM on the passing of dad Andy. 

 

   ‘ Andy’s first vintage was 2003, Shiraz, "Breakfast Rock".  It won a silver at Veritas!  He sailed all the time, 

and won many top regattas, all over the world. I think he started sailing at 13.  He also designed a yacht when 

he was a teenager!  I think the last major regatta he won was the China cup.  Mum and Dad had many 

adventures traveling together, and he obviously travelled all over the world through his sailing.  He had lots of 

other passions, including photography in his youth and hiking. 

He was diagnosed with pancreatic and liver cancer in January and died in June. 

We are also just about to release our first bubbly, which Dad and I made together 4 years ago!  David van 

Niekerk helped us, and riddled and disgorged some bottles especially for his 60th birthday this year.  I'm so 

happy he managed to taste his hard work, and see just how amazing it is!  I just wish he could have seen the 

whole final product, labelled et al’.  

‘a great ambassador for the CWM’s and a true gentleman’.   Bennie Howard CWM 

  ‘such a thoughtful, soft-spoken, honest  and private man. My deepest condolences  

    to the family’  Kristina Beuthner CWM 

 

 

 

 

  

              


